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Jinkakuji Temple

This station offers home-made steamed
bread and locally produced vegetables. The
restaurant serves a wide variety of dishes
featuring local gamecocks (Toyo no Shamo).

The main hall of the temple,
which is designated as a
National Important Cultural
Property, has a dignified
atmosphere. Enjoy the sight of
more than 500 rhododendrons
blooming in spring.

Buddha Statues Carved in Rock
at Fukoji Temple (Fukoji Magaibutsu)

This is a rare statue that was carved on
soft rock and finished with a coating of
clay and fiber, such as hemp.

40 cars

14
Furusato Taiken-mura
Camping Area

Roadside Station Asaji

These statues were carved into the cliff. The largest of
them is 11.3 meters high, which makes it one of the
largest in Oita Prefecture. This site is very beautiful
with its carpet of hydrangea blooming in early summer.

Roadside Station Asaji offers a wide variety
of local products such as fresh vegetables
and crafts. The restaurant serves delicious
dishes featuring Asaji beef.

Regional Station (Sato no Eki)
Yasuragi Kosaten

412

Eboshi Park
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0974-64-1210
24 cars
9:30 AM-6:00 PM (differs by season)

632

209

Bungo-Ono Municipal Museum
of History and Folklore

Learn about the people of the region and the influence
nature has had on their lives.

Roadside Station Asaji

Roadside Station Mie
Enjoy the beautiful view of the Enaido
landscape consisting of the Ono River and a
rural farming village while you shop for
specialty products and savor tasty food and
beverages.

Enaido Scenic Spot

Sugao

18

0974-24-0010
9:00 AM-6:00 PM
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Mt. Haidate

Kagura-no-Sato Noba Park
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This stone bridge has a beautiful name
meaning “Rainbow over the valley.” It is
the largest stone arch bridge in Oita
Prefecture built during the Edo period
(1603-1868).
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Inazumi Underwater Limestone Cave
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Kokan Bridge
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Roadside Station Kiyokawa
At this station, stores and restaurants
provide a wide variety of local specialties
such as clean peach, golden sesame,
and processed foods using them.
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Mt. Sobo

19

0974-35-2117
7:30 AM-6:00 PM

The cliff climbs more than 70 meters above the
Okudake River. Because the river is an excellent
place for family fun, it is always crowded in the
summer.

Pay Parking

Temple
Renjoji Temple/
Uchiyama Kannon
Buddha Statue

718

7

Taizako Canyon

Sugao Buddha Statues Carved
in Rock (Sugao Magaibutsu)
These statues were sculpted in the late Heian
period (794-1192). They are exquisitely
sculpted and elegant, making it hard for us to
imagine that they were carved in rock. They
are designated as National Important Cultural
Properties.

Bungo-Ono City Hall
Eightopia Ono

45

Ladle Rock (Shakushi-iwa)

5

100 cars

Utahime Shrine

Rive

0974-42-4140
250 cars
9:00 AM-5:00 PM (differs by season)

Miemachi

Roadside Station Kiyokawa

Roadside Station Harajiri Falls
Ogata

636

Bungo-Ono City Kagura Kaikan

Rigaku-no-Sato Densho Taiken-kan
(displaying local performing arts)

5

Kawakami Canyon
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Bungo-Kiyokawa

502 Isaki Riverside Park

4

Kawasemi Park

The forest in Kawakami Canyon is listed as one of Japan’s
top 100. The deep forest and beautiful river create a different
world that invites you to take a few deep breaths of its natural
freshness.
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Roadside Station Mie
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Roadside Station Harajiri Falls

Stone Bath at Tsujigawara
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Komori Falls

Featuring freshly harvested agricultural
products and processed foods, the
restaurant serves a wide variety of local
specialties in a large and comfortable
space.

20

Jikumaru Terraced Rice Paddies

Miyazako West Stone
Buddha Statue

This steam bath features herbs on rocks
that are heated in a fire. The stone bath
at Tsujigawara has provided comfort to
the locals since the middle ages.
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Kenkofu Gorge
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Massive Harajiri Falls is 120 meters wide and 20 meters high.
People live just above the falls, which features extraordinary
scenery.

Both are precious historical assets representative of Buddha statues carved
in rock (magaibutsu) in the Bungo region. They were sculpted at the end of
Heian period (794-1192), and have existed where they stand in a dignified
state ever since. The locals pray to them for peace and prosperity.
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O k u -Bungo Gree n

The Tedori-gando is a very interesting
collection of sheer layered rock. It is
described as being “like a reclining dragon
and laying lion” in The Chronicle of Bungo
(Bungo Kokushi).

River Park Inukai

River

26

Yujaku Park

Harajiri Falls

Miyazako East Stone
Buddha Statue
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Kyushu Olle Trail Oku-Bungo Route
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Mr. Hakuroku

Otsurumizu Buddha Statue Carved
in Rock (Otsurumizu Magaibutsu)

Asaji

2

Shibakita Kumano Shrine

21
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Oita Prefectural Central Airport
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Fumio Asakura Memorial Park
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These are the ruins of a port that flourished
in the Edo period (1603-1868). The Wave
Riding Diety (Naminori Jizo) inscribed on a
rock to ensure safe voyages is also pleasant.

Inukai

akita

41

Inukai Port Ruins

Observatory to watch Inukaiboshi Star

Shidahara Dam

Mt. Yoroigatake

15

This stone statue is known for
having been written about in a
poem by Akiko Yosano. It
represents Fudo-myoo, a guardian
diety, but is impressive for the soft
expression on its face.

Mat
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0974-34-3231
9:00 AM-6:00 PM

Inukai Stone
Buddha Statue

Ozako Buddha Statue
Carved in Rock
(Ozako Magaibutsu)

21

Roadside Station Ono

20

88 cars

19

Scenery of Iwado

This large, distinctive quay shows a
magnificent combination of natural
landscape and human effort.

Trees Buried by Pyroclastic
Flow in Matsuo

These huge trees were discovered at the bottom of a river.
They were buried in the eruption of Mt. Aso 90,000 years
ago. The surface of the trees burned, which tells us of the
overwhelming destruction of the large eruption.

Mt. Katamuki

10
Obira Mine

11

Sobo-Katamuki
Quasi-National Park

11

Covering parts of Oita and Miyazaki prefectures,
Sobo-Katamuki Quasi-National Park is called the
roof of Kyushu. It is home to a flourishing primary
forest that nurtures the precious animals and plants
that live within it, and is the source of Ono River,
which locals call the mother river.

Bungo-Ono

7

This map is based on

issued by

Hokkaido-Chizu Co., Ltd.

12
Chinda Falls became well known through a painting by
Sesshu. The ruins of the stone hydraulic power plant, that
utilized the height of the falls, are registered as Industrial
Modernization Heritage.

…Restrooms available

…Parking available

13
Mt. Ondake

Chinda Falls

Deai and Torodo Bridges
The arches of these two stone bridges are the first and
second largest in Japan. The magnificent view of these
bridges spanning the beautiful river makes you forget
the hustle and bustle of life.

Pay Parking

This map is based on 1:25000-scale map data issued by the Geographical Survey Institute (GSI) with the approval of the GSI Director. (Approval Number: H24-jo-shi, No. 244-30686)
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…Wheelchair accessible

The 4 kilometer-long row of cherry trees growing at the
entrance of Mt. Ondake is very beautiful when the trees are
in bloom in spring.

Approximate distance from the parking area

…A bit of a walk

Hakusan Canyon
The clear stream is listed as one of Japan’s 100
purest waters. The fireflies in night sky in early
summer are beautiful, a sight we can thank for
the preservation activities of the local residents.

…Trekking clothing and equipment required

